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Introduction
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded Lipschitz domain and consider the energy functional where
and ϕ is the identity map.
In this paper we are concerned with the problem of extremising the energy functional (1.1) over the space (1.2) and examining a class of maps of topological significance as solutions to the associated system of Euler-Lagrange equations    div S p [x, ∇u(x)] = 0 x ∈ Ω, det ∇u(x) = 1
x ∈ Ω, u(x) = ϕ(x)
x ∈ ∂Ω.
Here, we have that
for x ∈ Ω, ξ ∈ R n×n satisfying det ξ = 1 and p a suitable Lagrange multiplier while
A motivating source for this type of problem is nonlinear elasticity where (1.1) and (1.2) represent a simple model of a homogeneous incompressible hyperelastic material and solutions to the above system of equations serve as the corresponding equilibrium states (cf., e.g., Ball [1] ).
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While the linear map u = ϕ serves as the unique minimizer of F p over A p (Ω) little is known about the structure and features of the solution set to this system of Euler-Lagrange equations [e.g., multiplicity versus uniqueness, existence of strong local minimizers, partial regularity and the nature of singularities, etc. (see, e.g., [2] , [4] , [6] , [11] )].
In this article we contribute towards understanding aspects of these questions by way of presenting multiple solutions to the above system of equations. Indeed we focus attention on the case where the domain Ω ⊂ R n is an n-dimensional annulus, i.e., Ω = {x ∈ R n : a < |x| < b} with 0 < a < b < ∞. 2 We proceed by introducing a class of maps, referred to as generalised twists, characterised and defined by u = Q(r)x,
where Q ∈ C([a, b], SO(n)) and r = |x|. To ensure admissibility, i.e., u ∈ A p (Ω) it suffices to impose a further p-summability onQ := dQ/dr along with Q(a) = Q(b) = I n . Restricting the p-energy to the space of such twists we can write where the integrand itself is given through an integral over the unit sphere, i.e., E(r, ξ) := for it to be a gradient, specifically, to coincide with ∇p. This analysis occupies a major part of the paper and is fully settled in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2.
The conclusion that the above analysis bares on to the original Euler-Lagrange equations turns to be a surprising discrepancy between even and odd dimensions. Indeed it follows that in even dimensions the latter system of equations admit infinitely many smooth solutions, modulo isometries, in the form of generalised twists whilst in odd dimensions this number severely reduces to one.
A(Ω) =  φ ∈ C(Ω,Ω) : φ(x) = x for x ∈ ∂Ω ff equipped with the topology of uniform convergence consist of infinitely many components for n = 2 and precisely two for n ≥ 3. (See [10] , [12] .) Thus with regards to Ap(Ω) we distinguish the following two cases.
[1] When p ≥ n taking advantage of the embedding Ap(Ω) ⊂ A(Ω) enables one to partition Ap(Ω) into a corresponding collection of pairwise disjoint sequentially weakly closed subsets on each of which minimizing Fp gives rise to a strong local minimizer (see [11] ).
[2] When 1 ≤ p < n the above argument encounters two serious obstacles, firstly, there is no embedding of Ap(Ω) into A(Ω), and secondly, the determinant function fails to be sequentially weakly continuous. Thus in case [2] the question of existence and multiplicity of strong local minimizers as well as solutions to the system of Euler-Lagrange equations seem at large open. Luckily the approach developed in this paper overcomes this obstacle and leads to explicit constructions of infinitely many smooth solutions to the later system of Euler-Lagrange equations for any p ∈]1, ∞[ when n is even. An interesting question is if the storng local minimizers in case [1] (n being even) lie amongst this class of twist solutions. Equally interesting is a description of these minimizers when n is odd. (See [9] .)
Recall that a mapū ∈ Ap(Ω) is a strong local minimizer of Fp if and only if there exists
Generalised twists
Definition 2.1. (Generalised twist) Let Ω = {x ∈ R n : a < |x| < b}. A map u ∈ C(Ω,Ω) is a generalised twist if and only if u(x) = Q(r)x (2.1)
and all x ∈Ω with r = |x|.
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The continuous function Q in the above definition will be referred to as the twist path. When additionally Q(a) = Q(b) we refer to Q as the twist loop.
Thus, in particular, when a generalised twist u lies in A p its corresponding twist path forms a loop in the pointed space (SO(n), I n ).
Proof.
Let u be a generalised twist then. Then u ∈ A p (Ω) if and only if the following hold. (i) u = x on ∂Ω, (ii) det ∇u = 1 in Ω, and, (iii) ||u|| W 1,p (Ω) < ∞. Evidently [2] and [3] give (i). Moreover, a straight-forward calculation gives
where r = |x|, θ = x/|x| andQ := dQ/dr. Hence in view of det Q = 1 we can write
When n = 2 a generalised twist can be shown to take, in polar coordinates, the alternative form (r, θ) → (r, θ + g(r)) (2.2)
for a suitable g ∈ C[a, b]. Maps of the type (2.2) frequently arise in the study of mapping class groups of surfaces and are better known as Dehn-twists. In higher dimensions, by contrast, no such simple representation of (2.1) is feasible in generalised spherical coordinates, however, the terminology here is suggested by analogy with (2.2) when n = 2.
where in the last identity we have used the fact that Qθ, Qθ = |θ| 2 = 1 for all θ ∈ S n−1 and so as a result
This therefore gives (ii). Finally, to justify (iii) we first note that
Therefore as a result of Qθ,Qθ = 0 for any p ∈ [1, ∞[ we have that
Hence in view of |u| = r Qθ, Qθ = r we can write
and so referring to [1] the conclusion follows.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that u is a generalised twist with the associated twist path
where A = Q tQ and s = s(r, θ) := (n + r 2 |Aθ|)
Proof.
[1] (p = 2) Referring to Definition (2.1) and using the notation u = (u 1 , u 2 , ..., u n )
we can write with the aid of (2.3) in Proposition 2.1 that
As this is true for 1 ≤ i ≤ n going back to the original vector notation and using the substitutionsQ = QA andQ = Q[Ȧ + A 2 ] we have that,
which is the required result for p = 2. [Note that in this case s = s(r, θ)
Now a straight-forward differentiation gives
where β = β(r, θ, p) :
2 . Thus we can write
In order to further simplify the second term on the right in the last identity we first notice that
and consequently
Therefore substituting back gives
which is the required conclusion.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that u is a generalised twist with the associated twist
where A = Q tQ and s = s(r, θ) = (n + r 2 |Aθ|)
Proof. In view of (2.3) we have that
Therefore by substituting for [∇u] t and ∆ p u (from the previous proposition) we arrive at
However, in view of A being skew-symmetric it can be easily verified that A 2 θ, Aθ = 0 and in a similar way referring to (2.5)
Thus summarising, we have that
The proof is thus complete.
3 The p-energy restricted to the loop space For a generalised twist u referring to (2.4) we have for any
Motivated by the above representation in this section we introduce the energy functional
where the integrand itself is given through the integral
Associated with the energy functional E p and in line with Proposition 2.1 we introduce the space of admissible loops
Our primary objective here is to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with the energy functional E p over the space of loops E p . In doing so the following observation will prove useful.
Proposition 3.1. Let Q ∈ SO(n) and R ∈ M n×n . Then the followings are equivalent:
Proof. The implication [2] =⇒ [1] follows by direct verification. For the reverse implication it suffices to assume F t + F = 0 and then take 2F = RQ t .
Hence for Q ε to take values on SO(n) to the first order it suffices to have
. In view of Proposition 3.1 this is equivalent to assuming that for some
With this assumption in place we examine the vanishing of the first derivative of the energy, i.e., that
We now proceed by evaluating each term separately. Indeed, with regards to the first term we have that
Note that in the third line we have used integration by parts which together with the boundary conditions F(a) = F(b) = 0 gives
On the other hand for the second term a direct verification reveals that
as a result of the pointwise identity Q θ, (F − F t )Qθ = 0. Thus, summarising, we have that
As this is true for every
it follows that the skew-symmetric part of the tensor field in the brackets is zero. This gives the required conclusion. Proposition 3.3. The Euler-Lagrange equation associated with E p over E p can be alternatively expressed as
2 . Proof. Referring to the proof of Proposition 3.2 and making the substitutions described above for A and s we can write
Any twist loop forming a solution to the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with E p over E p (as described in the above proposition) will be referred to as a p-stationary loop.
Remark 3.1. In view of Proposition 3.3 a sufficient condition for an admissible loop Q ∈ E p to be p-stationary is the stronger condition
Interestingly for p = 2 the latter is equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equation described in Proposition 3.3 (see [8] ). However, in general, i.e., for p = 2, this need not be the case as in the original Euler-Lagrange equation the function s depends on both r and θ. 
Minimizing p-stationary loops
Consider as in the previous section for p ∈ [1, ∞[ the energy functional
with the integrand
over the space of admissible loops
According to an elementary version of Sobolev embedding theorem any Q ∈ E p has a continuous representative (again denoted Q). Thus each such Q represents an element of the fundamental group π 1 [SO(n)] denoted ]Q[. As is well-known
and so these facts together enables one to introduce the following partitioning of the loop space
As a result the latter are pairwise disjoint and that
[2] (n ≥ 3) for each α ∈ Z 2 = {0, 1} put
As a result, again, the latter are pairwise disjoint and that
When p > 1 an application of the direct methods of the calculus of variations to the energy functional E p together with the observation that the homotopy classes c [E p ] ⊂ E p are sequentially weakly closed gives the existence of [multiple] minimizing p-stationary loops. 6 The only missing ingredient in this regard is the following statement implying the coercivity of E p over E p .
Proof. Fix F ∈ M n×n . Then the non-negative symmetric matrix F t F is orthogonally diagonalisable, that is,
) and P ∈ O(n). As a result for θ ∈ S n−1 we can write
Setting ω := Pθ and noting that O(n) acts as the group of isometries on S n−1 , an application of Jensen's inequality followed by Hölder inequality [on finite sequences] gives
Hence the conclusion follows with the choice of
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.1 it is enough to note that for Q ∈ E p we can write
and so the conclusion follows by an application of Poincaré inequality.
In either case the resulting minimizers satisfy the corresponding Euler-Lagrnage equations (3.1).
We return to the question of existence of multiple p-stationary loops having specific relevance to the original energy functional F p over the space A p towards the end of the paper. Before this, however, we pause to discuss in detail the implications that the original Euler-Lagrange equations [see Definition 5.1 below] will exert upon the twist loop associated with a generalised twist.
Generalised twists as classical solutions
The aim of this section is to give a complete characterisation of all those pstationary loops Q ∈ E p whose resulting generalised twist u = Q(r)x furnishes a solution to the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with the energy functional F p over the space A p . To this end we begin by clarifying the notion of a [classical] solution.
Definition 5.1. (Classical solution)
A pair (u, p) is said to be a classical solution to the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with the energy functional (1.1) and subject to the constraint (1.2) if and only if [1] 
In view of Proposition 2.3 the task outlined at the start of the section amounts to verifying that under which additional conditions would the vector field described by the expression on the right in (2.6) be a gradient. The answer to this question is given by the following two theorems.
Theorem 5.1. Let Ω = {x ∈ R n : a < |x| < b} and consider the vector field
Assuming A to be skew-symmetric and A 2 = −σI n it follows that
and so in particular s = s(r). Now referring to (5.2) we can write
As a result the vector field v can be simplified and hence re-written in the form
Denoting now by F a suitable primitive of f (r) :
and so v is a gradient. This gives [1] .
For the sake of clarity and convenience we break this part into two steps. In the first step we establish (5.2) and in the second one the particular diagonal form of A 2 .
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Step 1. [Justification of (5.
To the vector field v = (v 1 , ..., v n ) we now assign the differential 1-form 5) where in concluding the last line we have used the pointwise identity γ, γ = 0 which holds as a result of γ taking values on S n−1 and consequently implying that
Anticipating on (5.2) we first note that in view of A being skew-symmetric it can be orthogonally diagonalised, i.e.,
where P = P(r) ∈ SO(n) and D = D(r) ∈ M n×n is in special block diagonal form, i.e., [1] (n = 2k)
Thus it is important to note that in the first two steps the function s depends on both r and θ! 9 At this stage the reader is encouraged to consult the Appendix at the end of the paper where some notation as well as basic properties related to the matrix exponential as a mapping between the space of skew-symmetric matrices and the special orthogonal group is discussed.
[2] (n = 2k + 1)
with {±d 1 i, ±d 2 i..., ±d k i} or {±d 1 i, ±d 2 i, ..., ±d k i, 0} denoting the eigen-values of the skew-symmetric matrix A [as well as D] respectively.
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With the aid of (5.6) and for the sake of convenience we now introduce the skew-symmetric matrix
Then a straight-forward differentiation shows that With this introduction the conclusion in step 1 now amounts to proving the implication (5.10) =⇒ (5.9).
This will be established below in a componentwise fashion. Note that in view of the skew-symmetry of F it suffices to justify the latter in the form F pq (r, θ) = 0 only when 1 ≤ p < q ≤ n.
Indeed consider a parameterised family of closed paths
where φ j ∈ [0, π] for all 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. For fixed 1 ≤ p < q ≤ n we introduce the matrix Γ pq as that obtained by simultaneously interchanging the first and p-th and the second and q-th rows of I n , i.e.,
where {e 1 , e 2 , ..., e n } denotes the standard basis of R n . In view of Γ pq ∈ O(n) setting ω = Γ pq ρ it is clear that ω is a closed path in C ∞ ([0, 2π], S n−1 ).
Claim 1.
For any skew-symmetric matrix F ∈ M n×n and ω = Γ pq ρ as above we have that
The proof of this claim follows by direct verification noting that here ω (t) = Γ pq ρ (t) = Γ pq (ρ 2 , −ρ 1 , 0, ..., 0).
We now proceed by substituting ω as described above into (5.10) and then considering the following two distinct cases.
[1] (p = 2j − 1, q = 2j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k = [n/2]) In this case by utilising the special block diagonal form of D a straight-forward calculation shows that s = s(r, Pω(t))
is indeed independent of the t variable [as ρ 
2 )F pq (r, Pω) which in turn for ρ Now to get (5.9) for the latter choice of p, q pick θ ∈ S n−1 and set α = [Γ pq ] t P t θ. Then α ∈ S n−1 and thus can be written in generalised spherical coordinates as
where φ 1 ∈ [0, 2π] and φ j ∈ [0, π] for all 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. Considering now the closed path ρ in (5.11) for the latter choice of parameters φ 2 , ..., φ n−1 a straight-forward calculation gives
= s(r, Pω) 11 Note that (ρ 2 1 + ρ 2 2 ) = Q 2≤j≤n−1 φ 2 j and so ρ 2 1 + ρ 2 2 = 0 ⇐⇒ P 3≤j≤n ρ 2 j = 1 ⇐⇒ φ j ∈ {0, π} for some 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. This set is a copy of S n−3 lying in S n−1 .
and so referring to (5.12) for ρ 2 1 + ρ 2 2 = 0 we obtain F pq (r, θ) = F pq (r, Pω) = 0 as required. [2] (p, q not as in [1] ) Unlike the case with [1] here s depends explicitly on the t variable [yet in a specific manner (see below)] whilst D pq = 0 as can be verified by inspecting its block diagonal representation. Now referring, again, to (5.10) and noting that the p-th and q-th components of ω are given by ω p = ρ 1 = ρ 2 and ω q = ρ 2 = −ρ 1 [with all the remaining derivatives vanishing] we can write using F = F(r, Pω)
(5.13)
In order to evaluate the above terms we first observe that here s takes the form s = s(r, Pω(t))
(5.14)
Returning to (5.13) we have that
and in a similar way
where in concluding the last line in both equalities we have used the fact that the only components of ω depending explicitly on the t variable are ω p = ρ 1 and ω q = ρ 2 where in each case one is excluded from the summation sign and the other has a zero coefficient in view of the skew-symmetry of the matrix preceding it.
However in view of the specific manner in which s depends on t [see (5.14)] it follows that both integrals vanish and so as a result II = III = 0.
12 Hence returning to (5.13) and utilising the skew-symmetry on F and (5.8) we can write
Thus as s > 0 for ρ Hence summarising we have shown that in both cases [1] and [2] for fixed r ∈]a, b[ we have F pq (r, ·) = 0 outside a copy of S n−3 . By continuity of F pq (r, ·) on S n−1 this gives (5.9) and as a result (5.2). The proof of step 1 is therefore complete. 12 It can be easily shown that as a result of periodicity the following indentities hold:
Step 2. [A 2 = −σI n ] Here we establish the remaining part of [2] namely that Alternatively using tensor notation this can be simplified in the form
where in concluding the second identity we have used
2 . Next a straight-forward calculation using (5.2) givesḞ
Therefore substituting this into (5.15) results in
where for the sake of convenience we have introduced γ = γ(r, θ, p)
The proof of this claim follows by direct verification. Indeed here a straightforward differentiation gives
Now eliminating the term Ḟ θ, θ in the above expression with the aid of (5.16) results in
(See below for a justification that s − r 2 β Fθ, θ = 0.) Hence referring to (5.18) we can write
We now proceed by evaluating each term separately. Indeed with regards to the first term we have that
along with p ∈ [1, ∞[ it follows that all the terms I, II and III are strictly positive. As a result γ > 0 (5.19) and so the claim is justified. Now returning to the identity (5.17) it follows as a result of (5.19) that necessarily
for all r ∈]a, b[ and θ ∈ S n−1 . The conclusion in step 2 is now an immediate result of the following statement. For a proof of claim 3 we refer the interested reader to Proposition (7.1) in [8] . Finally σ ∈ C 1 ]a, b[ and σ ≥ 0 are consequences of the representation above and the hypothesis of the theorem. With this the proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete. Theorem 5.2. Let Ω = {x ∈ R n : a < |x| < b} and consider the vector field v as defined in Theorem (5.1). Then the following are equivalent.
The argument here is similar to that in Theorem 5.1 and so will be abbreviated.
Let v be a gradient. Then according to [2] in Theorem 5.1, A 2 = −σI n for some σ ∈ C 1 (]a, b[) with σ ≥ 0 and so A = √ σJ where J = J(r) and J 2 = −I n . The aim is to show that J is independent of r. 13 To this end we proceed as follows. Indeed according to [2] 
we have as a result of (5.22) that J 2 = −I n . Furthermore setting Let Ω = {x ∈ R n : a < |x| < b} and u ∈ A p with p ∈]1, ∞[ be a generalised twist whose corresponding twist loop Q ∈ C 2 (]a, b[, SO(n)). Then the following are equivalent.
[1] u is a classical solution to the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with F p over A p , [2] depending on whether n is even or odd we have that
, g(b) ∈ 2πZ, and P ∈ SO(n) such that 
Thus in view of (5. 14 With this introduction now put C = gJ. Then A = g J = µJ. In particular A and C commute and so we have that
Thus e C is a solution to (5.24). Moreover by bringing C into a block diagonal form we can write C = gPJ n P t where P ∈ SO(n) and J n = diag(J 2 , ..., J 2 ). As a result
Since g(a) ∈ 2πZ the above shows that e C | r=a = Q(a) = I n and so by uniqueness of solutions to initial values problems Q = e C on [a, b]. Since Q(b) = I n it follows in a similar way that g(b) ∈ 2πZ. Thus for every P ∈ SO(n) and every m ∈ Z the corresponding Q given by (6.2) with g = g(r; m, a, b) is a p-stationary loop.
Theorem 6.2. Let Ω = {x ∈ R n : a < |x| < b}. Consider the energy functional F p with p ∈]1, ∞[ over the space A p . Then the set S of all generalised twist solutions to the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations can be characterised as follows.
[1] (n = 2k) S is infinite and any generalised twist u ∈ S can be described as
where P ∈ SO(n) and
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 6.1. Motivated by the requirement det ∇u = 1 on such maps the choice of loops in SL(n) ⊃ SO(n) seems a natural one.
15 However it turns out that the choice SO(n) is no less general than SL(n)! Claim. Let Ω = {x ∈ R n : a < |x| < b}.
where r = |x| and
15 Recall that for every non-negative integer n we have that
ff .
Proof.
A straight-forward calculation as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 gives
Hence in view of det F = 1 we can write
θ, θ .
Now again referring to the proof of Proposition 2.1 we have that
However, anticipating on the latter, we can write
This together with (i) and the continuity of F on [a, b] gives FF t = I n and so the conclusion follows.
7 Limiting behaviour of the generalised twists as the inner hole shrinks to a point
In this section we consider the case where b = 1 and a = ε > 0 with the aim of discussing the limiting properties of the generalised twists from Theorem 6.2 as ε ↓ 0. This is particularly interesting since in the limit (the punctured ball) all components of the function space collapse to a single one and so it is important to have a clear understanding as to how the twist solutions and their energies [for each fixed integer m] behave. To this end, let Ω ε := {x ∈ R n : ε < |x| < 1} where n = 2k and for each m ∈ Z let u ε ∈ A p denote the generalised twist from [1] in Theorem 6.2, that is, with the notation x = rθ,
where P ε ∈ SO(n) and g ε (r) = g(r, ε, 1, m).
In order to make the study of the limiting properties of u ε more tractable, we fix the domain to be the unit ball and extend each map by identity off Ω ε .
[In what follows, unless otherwise stated, we speak of u ε in this extended sense.] Thus, here, we have that
where
In discussing the limiting properties of u ε it is convenient to introduce a so-called comparison map. Indeed, fix m ∈ Z and consider the generalised twist
r ∈ (2ε, 1).
Proposition 7.1. Let p ∈]1, ∞[. The family of generalised twists (v ε ) enjoys the followings properties.
[1] Using (7.2) and a straight-forward calculation we have that,
[1] Fix m ∈ Z and let v ε be as in (7.2) . Then referring to (7.5) it follows that by passing to a subsequence (not re-labeled) u ε u in W 1,p (B, R n ). Appealing to the sequential weak lower semicontintuity of F p and [1] in Proposition 7.1 we can write
This in view of the strict convexity of F p (on W 1,p ) gives u = x. As a result of the uniform convexity of the p-norm (p > 1) the aforementioned weak convergence can now be improved to strong convergence and this gives [1] .
[2] By [1] we can assume without loss of generality that u ε → x L n -a.e. in Ω. To justify the uniform convergence in [2] let g ε be as that described in (7.1) and fix σ ∈ (0, 1). Then we claim that g ε → 2mπ uniformly on [σ, 1]. Indeed, (u ε ) bounded in W 1,p (B, R n ) gives (u ε ) bounded in W 1,p (B\B σ , R n ) and so referring to (2.4) and using a calculation similar to that in (7.3) we have (g ε ) bounded in W 1,p (σ, 1). Hence, there exists f = f σ ∈ W 1,p (σ, 1) so that passing to a subsequence (not relabeled)
In addition referring again to (7.1) we can assume, in view of SO(n) being compact, that by passing to a furthur subsequence (again, not relabeled) P ε → P for some P ∈ SO(n). Hence for L n -a.e. x ∈ Ω we can write rP ε diag(R(g ε ), ..., R(g ε ))P t ε θ = rPdiag(R(f ), ..., R(f ))P t θ = rθ = x, giving R(f ) = I 2 and in turn that f = 2πn(r) for some n(r) ∈ Z. The continuity of f along with f (1) = 2mπ now gives f = 2mπ on [σ, 1] justifying the assertion. Next, arguing as in (7.4) we can write |u ε − x| 2 = |rG ε (r)θ − rθ| 2 = 2r 2 (1 − cos g ε ) = 4r 2 sin 2 g ε 2 .
Thus, to conclude [2] fix δ > 0 and first take σ ∈ (0, 2 −1 δ] and then ε 0 such that | sin(2 −1 g ε )| ≤ 2 −1 δ on [σ, 1] for ε < ε 0 . Then sup B |u ε − x| ≤ max(2σ, δ) = δ.
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18 The uniform convergence in [2] above looks at first counter-intuitive, as, how can uε and x be uniformly close when uε twists m times while the limit x none? Indeed a careful consideration reveals that the latter twists occur at a distance ε from the origin and within a layer of thickness O(ε) and this is in no conflict with the stated uniform convergence!
Appendix
Recall from linear algebra that all eigen-values of a [real] skew-symmetric matrix have zero real parts. Hence they either appear as purely imaginary conjugate pairs or zero. In particular when n is odd there is necessarily a zero eigen-value. Thus distinguishing between the cases when n is even and odd respectively we can bring every skew-symmetric matrix to a block diagonal form. In what follows we set J = 0 1 −1 0 .
Proposition 8.1. Let A ∈ M n×n be skew-symmetric. Then there exists P ∈ SO(n) and (λ j ) k j=1 ⊂ R such that [1] (n = 2k) A = P t diag(λ 1 J, λ 2 J, . . . , λ k J)P, [2] (n = 2k + 1) A = P t diag(λ 1 J, λ 2 J, . . . , λ k J, 0)P.
Proof. Indeed, here, A is normal [i.e., it commutes with its transpose A t = −A] and so conclusion follows from the the well-known spectral theorem .
With the aid of the above representation evaluating the exponential function for skew-symmetric matrices becomes remarkably convenient. In what follows we set R(s) := cos s sin s − sin s cos s .
Proposition 8.2. Let A ∈ M n×n be skew-symmetric. Then using the notation in Proposition 8.1 we have that [1] (n = 2k) e sA = P t diag(R(sλ 1 ), R(sλ 2 ), . . . , R(sλ k ))P, [2] (n = 2k + 1) e sA = P t diag(R(sλ 1 ), R(sλ 2 ), . . . , R(sλ k ), 1)P.
Proof. A straight-forward calculation gives
The conclusion now follows by noting that e A = e P t DP = P t e D P.
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